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Victimologists have developed theories that examine the convergence of time, offenders, lifestyle, and victims as the cause of victimization. However, they have fallen short in developing theories that address the etiology of victims of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. This article examines existing theories developed through traditional and contemporary victim concepts and analyzes their applicability in addressing collective victimization resulting from the perpetration of international crimes in violation of the norms of international human rights and humanitarian law. As it has been with criminology, victimology has overlooked research on collective victimization that results from wars and other civil unrest around the world. This investigation has been privatized to other disciplines, such as, international law and human rights, political science, and history, just to mention a few.  Perhaps this investigation is within victimology’s research province. This article therefore examines selected victimization theories and evaluates the place of victimology in explaining the etiology of victims of mass atrocity crimes while drawing examples from the 2007-2008 post-election violence in Kenya.
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1.	Introduction
	The subject on international criminal victimization has not received adequate attention in the scholarship. This fact is undeniably critical taking to account quantitatively the number of victims as a result of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes globally (Rummel, 2004; Harff, 2003). To date there are a handful of scholars who have attempted to bring this important discussion to the surface. Recent books titled Victimological approaches to international crimes: Africa (2011) and Victims of international crimes: An interdisciplinary discourse (2013) are the examples of attempts in discussing the subject matter. Victimology is a discipline that purports to study victims, the offender and their society. It attempts to study the interaction of the three variables; victims, offender and society to explain victimization. Victimology is an interdisciplinary subject. It bridges concepts and theories from other disciplines such as, law, psychology, criminology, political science, and sociology in order to explain not only the etiology of victimization but also the development of adequate preventative mechanisms, policies and programmes to respond to victims of crime. The term victimization also includes how victims of crime deal with the stress of victimization, which at times is beyond their control (Casarez-Levison, 1992). 
This article focuses its investigation on victimization of international crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes and asks whether collective victimization is within victimology’s research and investigation. The term victimology was coined by Benjamin Mendelson. He suggested that victimology should be a discipline that studies who becomes a victim, how victims are victimized, the harm they suffer and their role in the criminal justice system (Mendelson, 1947). International crimes are committed in a collective technique through a process, which assumes a collective dehumanization assumption based on victims national, ethnical, racial, or religious frameworks.​[1]​ Examples from recent genocides in Rwanda, Yugoslavia and Sudan support the collective dehumanization concept. The collective framing discourse assumed by the perpetrators is that victims are sub humans or “others” who cannot be extended normative protections from the society. This discourse justifies their collective victimization. The process of racialization and collective dehumanization establishes the necessary conditions for perpetrating international crimes (Fein, 1990).  The dehumanization process manifests itself through language, socialization, and scapegoating. Perpetrator groups develop “differential association” that reinforces the legality and acceptability of actions within the group (Sutherlands, 1949). 
	The goal of this article is not to examine the origins of international crimes, but to examine victimization theories, which focus on the strong interpersonal relationship between the offender and the victim and their contribution to the criminal act. The core of this relationship between offender(s) and victim(s) of international crimes is the dehumanization discourse, an essential attribute in justifying the killing, raping and/or displacing victims and targeting civilian objects. Additionally, the article re-examines Casarez-Levison’s theory of victimization and recovery in the context of the victims of the post-election violence in Kenya. To this end, this contribution intends to stir up the discussion and focus on victims of international crimes and the role of victimology research that would empower victims and contribute in reducing the reoccurrence of their victimization. As an observation, the article reviews Kenyan jurisprudence on victimization specifically the Victim Protection Act, 2014 and its role in preventing victimization in Kenya. As a member of the United Nations, Kenya has obligations under international law and bound by international agreements. This article also outlines the United Nations (U.N.) Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power and the International Criminal Court (ICC) mechanism in response to the victims of the PEV and whether the initiatives presented by the Kenyan government satisfy the requirements stipulated under both national and international law.
	The article is structured as follows: The second section begins with a description of the violence and victimization during the post-election violence in Kenya. Reflecting on the ethnographic data collected by Kenya for Peace, Truth, and Justice (KPTJ) in 2013, the article examines the extent of harm suffered to victims of the post-election violence (PEV). Section three turns to a discussion on victimization theories in order to assess their applicability in the context of the PEV. Section four reviews the jurisprudence on victimization, focusing on the Victim’s Protection Act, 2014 and the Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power, 1985 and the ICC process. Section five concludes with a discussion on the role of victimology research and how best victimology research could contribute to reducing the reoccurrence of international crimes victimization. This will allow an examination of how risks of crime vary from different groups within larger populations and develop prevention measures. 
2.	Victimization during the Post-Election Violence in Kenya
Unprecedented violence erupted following the announcement of the presidential elections in December 2007. Some studies that have analysed the PEV considered the violence as a spontaneous reaction to the election results with elements of organized and targeted attacks against some communities (OHCHR, 2008). Statistics are not clear as to how many individuals were killed in the PEV, however, official figures state that over 1200 people were killed, thousands sexually assaulted, and thousands others displaced. Statistics on the PEV collected by the Kenya for Peace, Truth, and Justice (KPTJ) in 2013 and the Commission of Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence (CIPEV) in 2008 show that over 650,000 Kenyan citizens were displaced.​[2]​ However, the CIPEV’s report found that the attacks against the victims of the PEV were not merely spontaneous attacks but were systematic attacks against individuals based on ethnicity that was supported by their political affiliations and ideology. The CIPEV in its 2008 report states that:
“The post-election violence was more than a mere juxtaposition of citizen-to-citizen 	opportunistic assaults, but were systematic attacks on Kenyans based on their ethnicity 	and their political leanings. Attackers organized themselves along ethnic lines, assembled 	considerable logistical means and travelled along distances to burn houses, maim, kill and 	sexually assault their occupants, because these people were of particular ethnic groups 	and political persuasion.”​[3]​
	 This victimization is continuance. It did not end after the international community’s intervention or after the formation of the Government of National Unity (GNU). Many of those displaced have yet to be resettled. Some internal displaced persons (IDPs) have yet to return to their ordinary lives prior to the PEV. Ethnographic data collected by the KPTJ supports this assertion since to some of the victims, their status as PEV victims has exacerbated their victimization. In the following paragraphs below let us examine some few cases to contextualize this hypothesis. 
Jane Ochieng​[4]​ was a fish monger in the Naivasha area prior to the PEV. She earned her living by selling fish and supported her family of two young children and a husband. She alleged that her family was attacked by the Mungiki militia because they are from Luo ethnic group and supported the rival political candidate for the presidency of the Republic of Kenya, at the time Raila Odinga, who is himself a Luo. During the attack, she was gang raped in front of her family while pregnant. Although they were successful to flee the attackers and resettled in an IDP camp her life has not been the same. She has had serious medical issues, which include fistula and ulcers. She and her husband have failed to adequately provide for their family and pay for their children’s education. And since Jane did not get any sort of compensation from the government, it has forced her to become a prostitute to earn a living. She worries of contracting HIV/AIDS, which potentially will make her children orphans since their father deserted them after the violence (KPTJ, 2013). 
Grace resided in the Kapsabet area prior to the PEV. She claims that immediately after the electoral commission announced the purported winner of the 2007 general election for president, their home was torched because the attackers “accused” them of voting for the incumbent candidate for the presidency at the time, Mwai Kibaki. The family was beaten up by a gang of youth, and Grace’s husband sustained serious injuries, which has resulted to his permanent physical disability. Grace’s entire family had to flee to Nyeri to an IDP camp. She still lives in the camp and is unable to support her two daughters’ education since she is currently unemployed. According to Grace, her future is shattered. She seeks some sort of accountability on the perpetrators of the PEV and be acknowledged by her society as a victim of violence. She banks on the International Criminal Court (ICC) process,​[5]​ which she thinks will enable her to “get back what she lost” in the PEV (KPTJ, 2013).  
Justine was a small businesswoman in Naivasha town at the time of the post-election violence. She sold fruits and vegetables at the local market. On January 27, 2008 her house was broken into and six men whom she described looked like from the Luo tribe. They ordered her and her children to lie down the floor. Her husband was able to escape to safety. Justine explains that the men then stripped her naked, and gang raped her in the presence of her children. After the men left, her neighbours assisted her to get to a hospital where she was hospitalized for a week. Her husband never returned home, and Justine was left to take care of their six children own her own. She has managed to start selling items in the local market, making her earn 500/- ($5.00) per month. She is unable to pay tuition for her children to go to school, buy school uniform and a decent place to live. Justine believes that the government did not provide sufficient assistance to victims of the post-election violence for victims from the Luo community who ended up in the IDP camps (KPTJ, 2013).
	These three cases represents thousands of victims of the PEV who are still searching for accountability and recognition of their victim status. The next section, examines relevant victimization theories and how they may be applicable in explaining mass atrocity victimization as reflected in the Kenya post-election violence of 2007-2008.
3.	Theories of victimization and collective violence
	Although early victimology theorists such as Mendelson did not directly address victims of international crimes, their typologies about causes of victimization are still applicable in explaining the plight of victims of mass atrocity crimes. For example, the central assumption in Mendelson’s typology is that there is a strong interpersonal relationship between the offender and the victim. His typology categorized victims into six subsets; (i) a completely innocent victim, (ii) a victim with minor guilt, (iii) a victim who is as guilty as the offender, (iv) a victim more guilty than the offender, (v) a most guilty victim, and (vi) an imaginary victim (Wallace & Roberson, 2011). The completely innocent victims would be individuals like children or people who are unconscious during the commission of a crime. Victims with minor guilt would be victims who are harmed while participating in a commission of a crime. Whereas, a victim who assists in committing a crime would be one who is as guilty as the offender. A victim who is more guilty than the offender is one who provokes another to commit crimes. The guiltiest victim is a victim who is harmed in the process of defending oneself. Lastly, Mendelson categorized what he called an imaginary victim as a victim who because of his or her mental disorder believes that she or he is a victim of crime. 
	In the analysis of the case studies above, Mendelson’s typology of victims could be applicable in explaining how individuals become victims of international crimes. Victims of mass atrocity crimes are at most children, women, and the disabled. There are those individuals who would commit crimes against humanity not because they believe that it is lawful, but because it is the accepted norm. Such victims believe that by committing international crimes, they are fulfilling a mission from a higher power or authority. The Mungiki militia who have been accused of perpetrating the 2007-2008 post-election violence, are a group whose ideology is centered on long standing grievances founded on the unequal distribution of the country’s resources to a few individuals. The massive accumulation of wealth by a few, especially politicians, according to Mungiki, has led to the majority of Kenyans to become landless and jobless.​[6]​ This group will therefore strike because of the belief that their actions are justified since they are fighting against a perceived long standing injustice. The Mungiki, therefore, may fall within Mendelson’s typology as victims who are guilty as the offender or most guilty victims.   
	The opportunity model of victimization approach is perhaps another theory of victimization that could be applicable in explaining international criminal victimization. The important feature of international crimes is the way the crimes are perpetrated. As explained above in this article victims of international crimes are perceived as being inferior (sub humans) who cannot be afforded socio-legal protections. Other scholars have termed this perception as the “psychology of other” (Clayton and Opotow, 2003). Victims in this context are viewed as mere objects who are subject to removal (ethnic cleansing) from society.  Cohen, et al (1981) suggest in their opportunity model of victimization theory that the interaction between income, race, exposure, guardianship, proximity, attractiveness of targets, and definitions of specific crimes expose individuals to their victimization. Social inequality, according to the opportunity model of victimization theory has a direct correlation with criminal victimization. In the case studies illustrated above, the victims of the PEV are not middle class but poor families. During the PEV, these citizens lost government support and protection. Perpetrators of the PEV were not necessarily strangers but individuals who were socially proximate to the victims. They knew their political ideology and affiliations. The victims were thus attractive targets. During the commission of international crimes, the perpetrators would adopt collective dominant social norms. These norms are influenced by several attributes such as obedience (Milgram, 1963; Sungi 2015), conformity, tradition and safety (Brewer and Chen, 2007). Group based identity becomes central in defining group characteristics based on identity (i.e., race and/or ethnicity, political affiliation, etc.). The perpetrator group goals become unison to individual goals. The aspect of social dominance is portrayed by the group’s urge to control the victim group and finally subdue them completely. What are therefore the consequences of international criminal victimization? Caesarez-Levison’s research on model of victimization and recovery could be applicable in explaining these consequences.
Victims of international crimes undergo various stages in their victimization. Casarez-Levison’s research on the model of victimization and recovery is relevant in explaining these stages that victims of international crimes go through.  The first stage is known as previctimization. Previctimization is a crucial and initial stage in any kind of victimization. For victims of international crimes this is the stage in which they are living their ordinary lives. As illustrated from our three cited cases, Jane, Grace and Justine all lived their day to day lives supporting their families, working and doing business. However, unlike victims of street crimes, victims of international crimes do not necessarily have a history of previous victimization (Bryne et al, 1999). Victims of international crimes become targets because of their perceived differences from the perpetrators either based on ethnicity, religion, nationality and/or race. The risk of victimization is therefore caused by an individual’s ethnicity, religion, nationality and/or race. Second is the victimization stage. In the cases studies cited in this article, the victims’ homes were broken into, their property destroyed, and their person assaulted, sexually abused and raped. This is the stage where victims try to make sense of the harm inflicted on their person. Unlike victims of ordinary crimes, victims of international crimes do not re-evaluate their victimization by asking (i) whether a crime was committed or (ii) how serious was the crime. This is because the nature of international crimes ex eorum natura are serious crimes that shock the conscious of humanity.​[7]​ Perhaps the relevant question would be how they should deal with the crime and their victimization (Greenberg & Ruback, 1992). Victims of the post-election violence and other survivors of sexual violence are adamant that justice should be done in their cases. There are cases of women who are victims during the PEV who suffered rape and sexual assaults suing the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) in Kenya for failure to adequately investigate and prosecute perpetrators of sexual violence during the post-election violence. Nancy, for example, who was one of the victims of sexual violence during the post-election violence decided to use her meagre resources to seek medical assistance at the Nairobi Women’s Hospital. She got herself medically tested and took the results to a local police station to support her complaint in order for the police to initiate arrests and investigations. Her determination bore fruits as detectives contacted her a few months ago to seek her assistance in identifying the culprits. Despite her initiatives, her case has never been pursued and the perpetrators are still at large.​[8]​
	Victims of international crimes have to live with the reality that they have been harmed and life has to go on, albeit, in distress. This is the transition stage of victimization. Some victims have to live with the reality that their lives have changed dramatically for losing their homes, property, permanent disability, and/or having contracted lifelong diseases, such as HIV/AIDS. This is the stage where the victim starts to make sense of her victimization or what is termed meaning-making (Davis et al, 1998). Research on victim transition show that meaning-making is an important step in recovery (Gorman, 2001; Thompson, 2000; Nolen-Hoeksema & Davis, 1998). For the victims of the post-election violence (and other victims of international crimes) the transition stage of victimization and recovery is a difficult one. In the PEV victim experiences as cited herein, it explains how they had to endure hardship in being resettled in IDP camps, where there was insufficient resources for all internally displaced persons. For victims of sexual assault, their inability to obtain necessary treatment from the hospitals makes their transition stage even more problematic. These victims suffer from gynaecological related problems, post-traumatic stress, depression, like diseases. There is always no psychological and psychiatric help they receive as treatment. In general they lack positive coping behaviors that decreases negative coping, which helps victims to rebuild they lives physically, psychologically, emotionally, and economically.
	Third is the reorganization stage. Reorganization is the period in which the victim of international crimes focuses on moving forward and rebuilding herself as an individual and member of the society. For a victim of international crimes, this is the most difficult and challenging process. The process can take many years (Casarez-Levison, 1992). In reality, survivors of international crimes have to live with the disruption in family cohesion, poverty and humiliation. The case studies cited in this article show that the reorganization stage should be the duty of all in the community. Because of the social disorganization that occurs during and after mass violence, victims feel that they are to blame from the violence and feel alone. Government initiatives, such as relocation to IDP camps are not followed by necessary support to maintain survivors. In the case of Jane, her relocation to an IDP did not solve her insecurity issues she had after the violence. She could not use her skills as a trader there. The physical injuries she suffered impeded her abilities to conduct activities she used to get involved in prior to the violence. Research on sexual assault victims shows that psychological treatment is a necessary intervention that assists victims to recover from their victimization (Resick, et al, 2002). There is no evidence that victims of the PEV received any psychological treatment to assist in their recovery from the trauma of victimization.
	In responding to the needs of victims of international crimes, it is important to understand the social contexts and social space in which violence and victimization are understood and conceptualized both in the micro and macro levels. In the context of the Kenyan post-election violence the critical collective framing theory could be applicable in explaining the nature of harm caused to victims of the PEV. Through ethnical framing, ethnic targeting is socially constructed and critical contingent mechanism that intercede the influence of the population (Hagan & Rymond-Richmond, 2008). Ethnic framing, thus displays itself through the process known as dehumanization. Dehumanization is a mechanism that imposes degrading attributes on individuals and the entire group for the purposes of massive group destruction. In the PEV the intra-ethnic violence was attributed to the political ideology and inclinations, which are ethnic based (Waki Commission Report, 2008, pp.37-132). There was evidence from witnesses who stated that during the pre-election campaigns in 2007 individuals from the Kalenjin ethnic group did not want to see “madoadoa” (spots in Kiswahili), a derogating term that denoted the Kikuyu and Kisii ethnic groups, on election day (Ibid, p.84). The Kikuyu and Kisii ethnic groups own land in the Rift Valley, which the Kalenjin believe to be their ancestral land. According to critical collective framing theory, labelling the Kikuyu and Kisii as madoadoa is collective framing and an ethnic symbol to justify their victimization. This is a crucial stage in the dehumanization process that facilitates the perpetration of international crimes. 
	The formulation of policy that is designed to prevent victimization of international crimes, therefore, ought to be informed by the above empirical reality. The following passages discuss policy in preventing victimization in general. The article examines the Victim Prevention Act of 2014 (Kenya), the U.N. Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power as examples of policy formulated to respond to international criminal victimization. The section also discusses the International Criminal Court (ICC) intervention as a process in tandem with policy in responding to the plight of victims of international crimes.
4.	Policy on prevention and intervention on international crimes victimization 
	The Republic of Kenya is a member of the United Nations and a party to numerous human rights instruments. The promulgation of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 (Constitution) transformed the Kenyan society and obliged a respect of human rights and the rule of law. Article 50(9) of the Constitution requires Parliament to enact legislation providing protection, rights and the welfare of victims. The Victim Protection Act, 2014 (Statute) was therefore enacted to fulfil the constitutional requirement stipulated under Article 50(9) of the Constitution in order to provide protection to victims of crime and abuse of power. The Statute provides the following rights to victims; (i) better information and support services, (ii) reparation and compensation to victims, and (iii) special protection for vulnerable victims. The Statute defines a victim to mean “any natural persons who individually or collectively, have suffered harm, including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering or economic loss or violation of fundamental rights, and includes, where appropriate, the immediate family or dependants of the direct victims and persons who have suffered in intervening to assist victims in distress or to prevent victimization.”​[9]​ 
	The objects and purpose of this Statute is to recognize and give rights of victims of crime, protect their dignity by providing them with better information, support services, reparations and compensation from the offender, to establish programs to assist victims, supporting reconciliation in appropriate cases by means of restorative justice responses, establishing of programmes to prevent victimization and preventing re-victimization in the justice process (Ibid).  
	Part III of the Statute enumerates provisions on the protection of the victim. According to the Statute any person charged with the duty of assisting a victim has to undertake a preliminary assessment of every victim and file a report about their victimization within twenty four (24) hours (Section 6).  The Statute gives special recognition to victims of mass atrocity by setting out a special register that contains important details of these victims. This information should provide the (i) age of the victim, (ii) the complexion, (iii) ethnicity or race, (iv) height and other victims’ distinguishing features (Section 7). The security of the victim is guaranteed under section 9 of the Statute. It states that “any person dealing with a victim shall ensure that the victim shall immediately be secured from further harm before any other action is taken in relation to the victim.” Perhaps the significant attempt made by the Statute in empowering the victim is section 10, which requires victims to file victim impact statement to the court to quantify their victimization. “If a victim expresses a wish to make a victim impact statement, a prosecuting agency shall refer the victim to an appropriate victims’ services for assistance in preparing the victim impact statement” (Section 10(b)).
	A review of the provisions in the Victim Protection Act, 2014 show that the Statute is in line with the requirements laid out in international instruments on victim protection. The U.N Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power (Declaration)​[10]​ is a soft law ​[11]​ pertaining to victims. It defines victims of abuse of power to be those who individually or collectively have suffered harm, including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental rights, through acts or omissions that may not yet constitute violations of national criminal laws but of internationally recognized norms relating to human rights (article 18). The Declaration posits that victims are entitled to access to justice and fair treatment and compassion, and respect for their dignity. Additionally, they are entitled to be informed of their role in the criminal justice proceeding as well as the scope, timing and progress of the proceeding. The Declaration advocates for offenders or responsible third parties make fair restitution to victims, their families, or when appropriate, their dependents. It insists on governments to require restitution as part of their criminal statutes and stipulates that when government agencies or officials are perpetrators, the victim should receive restitution from the nation under whose authority the agents or employees acted. Compensation is also a requirement recommended. The Declaration states that if compensation is unavailable from the offender or other sources, government should attempt to provide compensation. Governments are required to establish compensation programs that are funded by the national treasury. Victim assistance programs are required under the Declaration to provide necessary medical, psychological, and social assistance from either a government-based, community-based, or volunteer organizations. Victims should be informed of these services and they should be accessible to them.
	The Preamble of the Statute of the International Criminal Court (Statute) recognizes that “during this century millions of children, women, and men have been victims of unimaginable atrocities that deeply shock the conscience of humanity”. With this realization, the prosecutor’s initiating of investigations must take to account the gravity of the crime and the interests of victims in order to serve the interests of justice (Article 53). Article 68 of the Statute requires the court to ensure that victims are protected during their participation in the proceedings. The court must protect the safety, physical and psychological wellbeing, dignity and privacy of the victims. In doing so, the court must have regard to age, gender, health, and the nature of the crime during the investigation and prosecutions of crimes. Victims are permitted to present their views and concerns during the proceedings and the Victim and Witness Unit (VWU) ensures that the prosecutor and the court provide appropriate protective measures, security and counselling assistance.
	The ICC has power to order reparations for victims, which may include restitution, compensation and rehabilitation. Perhaps the most significant accomplishment in the international criminal justice system (ICJS) is the establishment of the Trust Fund for Victims (TFV) under article 79 of the Statute.​[12]​ The Statute recognizes that at times a defendant convicted of international crimes may not be able to provide compensation to victims because of various reasons. In these cases the court may make an order that reparation be awarded to victims through the TFV. This is an unprecedented development in the ICJS that is geared at victim empowerment. It is the society’s acknowledgment of international criminal victimization. 


5.	Conclusions: What is therefore the role of Victimology research?
	It is clear from the discussion above that victimology research must get involved in analyzing consequences of international criminal victimization, whose impact to victims is long lasting. In most cases international criminal victimization is passed on from one generation to the next.​[13]​ Victimology research should begin to develop theoretical explanations on how individuals end up becoming victims of mass atrocity crimes. Presently the theoretical approaches on why individuals are victimized may not directly explain how collectives become victims of crime. This does not mean, however, that we should re-invent the wheel in explaining why the collective becomes a victim of international crimes. As explained above, traditional theories, such as Mendelson’s theory of victimization and other social science theories, such as the dehumanization concept can well provide the main assumptions on how a collective becomes a victim of mass atrocity crimes. Mawby and Walklate (1994) developed critical victimology theory, which assumes that collective victimization could be explained through wider social contexts whereby questions of policy responses and service delivery are interrelated to other dominant discourses in society. They question how some actions are defined as criminal and others not, that is, crimes committed by the powerful or government agencies are at times not considered crimes. They give examples of genocide and systematic rape as such type of crimes whose victims are rarely reported in the media.​[14]​
	The lack of official reports on international criminal victimization hampers our understanding on the extent of crime and victimization. If one reviews incidents of international criminal victimization around the globe, what we normally get are estimations on the number of victims.​[15]​ The most commonly relied are reports from local law enforcement agencies. In the international criminal victimization context, law enforcement agencies are ordinarily considered perpetrators or the most responsible entities in the commission of mass atrocity crimes. This suggests that their reports about victimization cannot be reliable. Moreover, because of this fact, victims may end up not reporting their victimization to law enforcement officers. International victimization surveys could be the most reliable reporting mechanism since they are samples of interviews of individuals regarding their victimization. Currently the International Crime Victimization Survey (ICVS) does not report on international crimes. The International Violence against Women Survey (IVAWS), which reports on the level of victimization of women across a number of countries does not report on some country’s victimization rates, especially those in the African continent. Much about international criminal victimization is therefore unknown. There is a need to conduct our own surveys in order to measure international criminal victimization especially in sub-Saharan Africa where most of international criminal victimization occurs.​[16]​
	Victimology research should be involved in assessing the implementation of Statutes such as the Victim Protection Act, 2014, specifically on victim assistant programmes, in order to ensure that they provide effective service to victims of international crimes. These services include crisis intervention, counselling, advocacy, and support for victims during the investigations of crimes and trial, and during post case disposition. Additionally, the training of professionals on victim issues is significant in order to invent violence prevention and public education for victims. 
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^1	  See Article 2 of the Genocide Convention, 1948. Also Article 6 of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.
^2	  See the Commission’s Report at http://www.kenyalaw.org/Downloads/Reports/Commission_of_Inquiry_into_Post_Election_Violence.pdf (Last visited July7, 2016) also see the International Center for Transitional Justice at http://ictj.org/sites/default/files/ICTJ-Kenya-Dialogue-Inquiry-2008-English.pdf (Last visited July 7, 2016).
^3	  See CIPEV Report, Executive Summary, para viii at http://www.kenyalaw.org/Downloads/Reports/Commission_of_Inquiry_into_Post_Election_Violence.pdf (Last visited July 8, 2016).
^4	  Not her real name. The real identity of the respondents was changed to protect their identities.
^5	  The discussion on the ICC cases related to the PEV is discussed later in the article.
^6	  Wamue, G, The Politics of the Mungiki at http://www.bluegecko.org/kenya/tribes/kikuyu/articles-mungiki.htm (Last visited July 4, 2016).
^7	  See the Preamble of the Rome Statute of International Criminal Court at https://www.icc-cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/ea9aeff7-5752-4f84-be94-0a655eb30e16/0/rome_statute_english.pdf  (Last visited February 24, 2016).
^8	  Kenyan women want justice over post-election sexual violence at http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2014/mar/25/kenyan-women-fight-justice-sexual-violence (Last visited July 5, 2016)
^9	  See http://kenyalaw.org/kl/fileadmin/pdfdownloads/Acts/VictimProtectionAct17of2014.pdf  (Last visited, December 8, 2016)
^10	  United Nations General Assembly resolution 40/34 of 1985at http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/victims.htm (Last visited June 24, 2016)
^11	  The term “soft law” signifies the binding nature of an international instrument. Under international law treaties are binding instruments on parties to it. This is because a party to a treaty has either acceded or ratified the same. A declaration does not have any binding nature to a member state, however, the provisions of a declaration may include norms of international customary law.
^12	  See http://www.icc-cpi.int/vtf.html (Last visited July 1, 2014)
^13	  Examples from the Holocaust and other international victimization provide such evidence. For further discussion see Danieli, Y. (1998). International Handbook of Multigenerational Legacies of Trauma. New York: Plenum Press.
^14	  See Mawby, R.I. & Walklate, S. (1994). Critical Criminology: International Perspectives. Thousand Oaks, California: Sage.
^15	  It is not known exactly the number of victims of the Holocaust, Yugoslav conflict and/or the Rwandan genocide. The same is in the post-election violence in Kenya. Numbers of victims reported are between 1000 and 1200.
^16	  Conflicts in the Great lakes region of East Africa, Central African Republic, Mali, et al, have resulted to thousands of victims of mass atrocity crimes. Presently, the civil war in Southern Sudan is brewing. This has also resulted to thousands of victims especially women and children.
